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This Week…

• Reminder for Options Income Blueprint 
Members: Live Trading Session, Tuesday, 
Oct. 5, at 11 a.m. Eastern 
• Our trades and results from last week 
• Looking ahead: trading expectations 
• Volatility is NOT Risk 
• Perceived vs. Real Risk: The Vaccine Stocks



•Two trades closed 
•$46 net cash per one contract sold 
•$13,100 total capital, per one contract sold 
•Net return of 0.4% over four days 
•Annualized return of 32% 

Last Week’s Highlights

Stock Position Cash In Cash Out Profit Return

MRVL Oct Week One (10/1) 60 Put $56 $30 $26 0.4%

C Oct Week One (10/1) 71 Put $57 $37 $20 0.3%



Last Week’s Trades (All)

DATE POSITION CAPITAL 
REQUIRED

CASH RETURN

9/26/21 Sold MRVL Oct Week One (10/1) 60 Put $6,000 $56 0.9%

9/26/21 Sold C Oct Week One (10/1) 71 Put $7,100 $57 0.8%

9/26/21 Sold FIGS Oct Monthly (10/15) 35 Put $3,500 $90 2.6%

9/29/21 Rolled to BAC Oct Week One (10/1) 42.50 Put $4,250 $14 0.3%

9/29/21 Sold MU Oct Week Two (10/8) 71 Put $7,100 $133 1.9%

9/30/21 Rolled to GM Oct Week Two (10/8) 52 Put $5,200 $86 1.7%

9/30/21 Rolled to PFE Oct Week Two (10/8) 44 Call $4,742 $44 0.9%

9/30/21 Rolled to  BAC Oct Week Two (10/8) 42.50 Put $4,250 $40 0.9%

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.



Last Week to Goal – All Trades

Disclaimer: For annual return calculations, we assume only that the return generated 
in the trading week could be replicated across 52 trading weeks during a calendar 

year. Some weeks will have higher annualized returns and some weeks will have lower 
annualized returns.

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.

Max Capital Cash In Cash Out Net Cash Return Annualized

Goal $50,000 $250 $0 $250 0.5% 26%

Last Week $46,136 $520 $67 $453 1.0% 51%



Performance by 
Trade Type  
Last Week

• The goal is NOT new or OPEN AND ROLLED 
• The goal is rate of return 
• The goal is cash coming in

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.

TYPE CAPITAL NET CASH RETURN

New Trades $23,700 $269 1.1%

Rolled Trades $18,442 $184 1.0%

Calls on Shares N/A N/A N/A



Last week was volatile 
with bearish traders out 
front
Inflation concerns hit bonds 
Bonds hit equities 
Debt ceiling, federal budget, 
infrastructure still up in the air 
This increases the importance of 
trading flexibility, rolling puts 
and calls while sticking with the 
fundamentals of the company 
and the stock

Vaccine stocks, including one of our core stocks, 
Pfizer (PFE) were hit as Merck announced an oral 
treatment for COVID-19. 
• Use of the treatment will have little, if any, 

impact on vaccine uptake due to mandates 
• The treatment is only 50% effective and has yet 

to receive authorization 
• Use of treatment has no impact on sales of 

vaccines to international markets 
• No matter, traders, not investors, hit the stock 
• For the income trader, this news does not matter 



Volatility is NOT Risk

• Risk lies in the real world: the trend, the company, possible 
futures 
• Risk lies in what metrics Wall Street uses to value a stock 

over time - and if they change! 
• Volatility is based on the short-term movement of a stock 
• Volatility is an option seller’s friend of the option seller -- 

the greater the volatility, the greater the premium and 
potential profit



Risks Profiles: Vaccines vs. Half Treatments

Trailing 
P/E

Forward 
P/E

RoR 
Weekly Puts

Annualized 
Return

Pfizer (PFE) 20 12 1.3% 68%

Merck (MRK) 29 11 1.7% 90%

• Wall Street sees vaccine revenue declining next year. Really?! 
• MRNA> PFE see vaccine unit sales increasing 50%-150% next year at somewhat lower prices 

• Wall Street has yet to quantify potential MRK sales 

• PFE initially down 3% on announcement, but closed just 0.1% lower 
• MRK up 8.4% on announcement 

• That is volatility unrelated to fundamentals



Real Vs Perceived Risk

Real Risk Perceived Risk

Pfizer (PFE) Vaccines create side effects Vaccination rates will fall

Other vaccines take market share in 2022 Treatments eliminate need for vaccines

Merck (MRK) FDA does not approve treatment Clinical trial results wrong

Doctors do not use 50% effective 
treatment in lieu of other possibilities

Other treatments are near

Uncertain pricing



Income Opportunity

Stock Valuation Premiums/Cash/Income

Pfizer (PFE) Less than one half MRK on trailing basis,  
i.e., lower risk

More than 1% a week for past six months

Valuation significantly less than industry 
trailing P/E of 32

Consistent, predictable cashflow

Merck (MRK) More than twice as high as PFE's Roughly 0.6% a week for past six months

Still below the industry Current premiums anomalous



Member Emails
"Wow, the market took a hit this week. Is it time to pull back?

Answer: No. The market is down 4.2% from its all-time high but still up 16% for the year. 

We focus on short-term cash and income generation. Rather than run from current volatility we 
exploit increased volatility as it creates higher premiums and profits. 

Yes, dealing with days of "screens flashing red" can be hard, but if you think like an investor you 
understand the risk is in the company, not in the day-to-day movements of a stock. 

The key to navigating this kind of market is keeping it simple: like the company, like the stock, 
roll the position to generate cash if it is temporarily down. 

For the past decade, this approach yields an average of a 20% annualized cash rate of return. 

Measure your portfolio value over the long haul and measure your cash generation every week. 
The latter number will enable you to exploit and enjoy this market!


